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URBAN SEARCH AND RESCUE 

Statement by Minister for Emergency Services 

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys — Minister for Emergency Services) [12.07 pm]: Western Australia’s urban 
search and rescue will receive more than $3 million over the next four years to continue and maintain the state’s 
ability to effectively deal with major structural collapse or similar incidents, and to support other states in times 
of need. WA’s isolation and the ever-changing world environment require us to be self-sufficient and resilient in 
times of an emergency and that our emergency services be well prepared to handle any type of disaster. Our 
USAR capability can be called on to rescue casualties trapped by buildings, landfall or slippage as a result of 
industrial accidents, explosions, collapsed buildings, natural disasters or terrorist activity. 

USAR management is a whole-of-government activity, with members including Fire and Emergency Services 
Authority personnel, career fire and rescue service officers, State Emergency Service personnel, Department of 
Health doctors, St John Ambulance paramedics and Western Australian police. It is a critical emergency service 
and there are up to 50 specialised personnel who are USAR-ready, with additional personnel from other agencies 
fulfilling other critical roles within WA’s USAR taskforce.  

This $3 million worth of funding will ensure that the state’s USAR capability is maintained and strengthened 
further and continues to be a strategic link in the national strategy. The funding will be used to maintain 
facilities, training and transport, to enhance personnel’s specialised skills and to replace specialised equipment. It 
also provides for a full-time position for the provision of expert maintenance and ongoing management of the 
state’s USAR capability. It is a key position to support the state’s emergency management responsibilities in 
dealing with complex emergency incidents. 

Since 2001, FESA has actively been developing a state USAR capability through funding provided by the state 
and commonwealth governments. WA has a viable capacity and has already seen USAR elements successfully 
deployed in emergencies. These include the Yokine explosion and partial collapse of a residential 
accommodation building in 2005; response in support of winter storms in the southern metropolitan suburbs of 
2006; response in support of winter storms around Bunbury-Australind and surrounding areas in 2006; and 
deployment of a USAR task force and reconnaissance team in support of the effects of tropical Cyclones George 
and Jacob in March 2007. In addition, members of WA’s USAR taskforce attend other emergencies and provide 
specific strategic support to responding crews. 

As I mentioned earlier, the ever-changing world environment and WA’s isolation means that we have to be well 
prepared. Our government is committed to ensuring that our state is well protected and our people safeguarded at 
all times. 
 


